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Project Management for Construction: Fundamental Concepts for Owners, Engineers, Architects, and BuildersPrentice Hall, 1989
This book is provided on the worldwide web as a service to the community of  practitioners and students. Reproduction for educational purposes is permitted  with appropriate citation. If you find this work helpful or have suggestions for  additions or corrections, please email Chris Hendrickson: cth@cmu.edu. A  hardcopy Instructor's Manual with...
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The Definitive Guide to Interwoven TeamSite (Definitive Guides)Apress, 2006

	Adigital flood is upon us. Content inundates us. It begins as bits of content swirling everywhere—a document, an image, a written corporate procedure, a web page, or an email. The binary mist mixes, combines, and rains down on us. It pools in laptops, on desktops, and in server farms. Creeks and streams meander to corporate reservoirs....
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Handbook of Power System EngineeringJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Maintaining the reliable and efficient generation, transmission and distribution of electrical power is of the utmost importance in a world where electricity is the inevitable means of energy acquisition, transportation, and utilization, and the principle mode of communicating media. Our modern society is entirely dependent on electricity, so...
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Perspectives in Organometallic Chemistry (Special Publication)Royal Society of Chemistry, 2003

	
		This review details recent developments in the synthesis and coordination chemistry
	
		primarily of Group 15 imido and phosphido cages containing a variety of anionic
	
		arrangements. The review will concentrate on the applications of these Group 15 anionic
	
		ligands in organometallic chemistry, and essentially follows the...
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Hands-On System Programming with Go: Build modern and concurrent applications for Unix and Linux systems using GolangPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Explore the fundamentals of systems programming starting from kernel API and filesystem to network programming and process communications

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to write Unix and Linux system code in Golang v1.12
	
			Perform inter-process communication using pipes, message...
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Human-Centered Software Engineering - Integrating Usability in the Software Development LifecycleSpringer, 2005
The fields of HCI and Software Engineering have evolved almost independently of each other until the last decade, when it became apparent that an integrated and combined perspective would benefit the development of interactive software applications. The chapters in this book are written by prominent researchers who bring to light the major...
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Engineering Societies in the Agents World IV: 4th International Workshop, ESAW 2003, London, UK, October 29-31, 2003, Revised Selected and Invited PapersSpringer, 2004
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of the 4th International Workshop on Engineering Societies in the Agents World, ESAW 2004, held in London, UK in October 2004. The 23 revised full papers presented were carefully selected during two rounds of reviewing and improvement for inclusion in the book; also included are 2...
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Scratch 1.4: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2009

	If you have the imaginative power to design complex multimedia projects but can't adapt to programming languages, then Scratch 1.4: Beginner's Guide is the book for you. Imagine how good you'll feel when you drag-and-drop your way to interactive games, stories, graphic artwork, computer animations, and much more using Scratch even...
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Bike Repair & Maintenance For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	Welcome to Bike Repair & Maintenance For Dummies, where the often confusing and complex world of caring for your bike just got a whole lot easier. We’ve written this book to tell you not only what your bike needs  to stay in great condition but also how to take care of the repair and maintenanceyourself. It doesn’t matter...
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Quantifying and Processing Biomedical and Behavioral Signals (Smart Innovation, Systems and Technologies)Springer, 2018

	
		The book is based on interdisciplinary research on various aspects and dynamics of human multimodal signal exchanges. It discusses realistic application scenarios where human interaction is the focus, in order to

		
			identify new methods for data processing and data flow coordination through synchronization, and...
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IT Project+ Study GuideSybex, 2002
Here's the book you need to prepare for the latest version of CompTIA's IT Project+ exam. This Study Guide was developed to meet the exacting requirements of today's certification candidates. In addition to the consistent and accessible instructional approach that has earned Sybex the "Best Study Guide" designation in the 2003 CertCities...
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Nanocomputers and Swarm IntelligenceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
“We need men who can dream of things that never were.” It is this sentence spoken by John Fitzgerald Kennedy in 1963 which has undoubtedly influenced my industrial career. Whether it be everyday electronics for the general public, or the components industry or even the world of video and imagery, the technological innovations which...
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